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Abstract: The avian beak is a key evolutionary innovation whose flexibility has permitted 

birds to diversify into a range of disparate ecological niches. We approached the problem of 

the mechanism behind this innovation using an approach bridging paleontology, comparative 

anatomy, and experimental developmental biology. First we used fossil and extant data to 

show the beak is distinctive in consisting of fused premaxillae that are geometrically distinct 

from those of ancestral archosaurs. To elucidate underlying developmental mechanisms, we 

examined candidate gene expression domains in the embryonic face: the earlier frontonasal 

ectodermal zone (FEZ) and the later midfacial Wnt-responsive region, in birds and several 

reptiles. This permitted the identification of an autapomorphic median gene expression region 

in Aves. In order to test the mechanism, we used inhibitors of both pathways to replicate in 

chicken the ancestral amniote expression. Altering the FEZ altered later Wnt responsiveness 

to the ancestral pattern. Skeletal phenotypes from both types of experiments had premaxillae 

that clustered geometrically with ancestral fossil forms instead of beaked birds. The palatal 

region was also altered to a more ancestral phenotype. This is consistent with the fossil record 

and with the tight functional association of avian premaxillae and palate in forming a kinetic 

beak. 
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Introduction: 

The long history of Vertebrata is marked by a series of morphological transitions, revealed by 

the fossil record, that seem to precede and in part enable the great radiations that occurred 

near the base of the major vertebrate clades(Romer and Parsons 1990). Such for instance is 

the appearance of limbs that preceded the radiation of tetrapods(Gillis et al. 2009; Shubin et 

al. 2009), of the uterus and placenta that preceded the radiation of therian mammals(Lynch et 

al. 2004; Lynch et al. 2008; Lynch et al. 2011), and of the head and brain that enabled the 

initial radiation of Vertebrata itself(Gans and Northcutt 1983; Northcutt 2011). These 

watershed changes are sometimes referred to as key evolutionary innovations(Heard and 

Hauser 1995). Their historical details must be sought in the comparative morphology of 

extant and fossil taxa, and their proximate mechanisms in alterations of embryonic 

development(Gilbert 2010). We undertook an investigation of a great anatomical 

transformation at the genesis of one of the most speciose vertebrate clades.  

Comprising over 10,000 species, birds are among the most successful land vertebrates 

and much of their ecological expansion is intimately associated with the dramatic variation of 

their beaks(Gill 2006). Beak morphological diversity provides some of the most compelling 

evidence for evolution by natural selection(Darwin 1859; Grant and Grant 2008). The bird 

beak meets several criteria of a key evolutionary innovation(Hodges and Arnold 1995) as it 

appeared just before radiation into new adaptive zones(Simpson 1953) and an explosion of 

avian speciation and accompanying beak diversity and disparity followed a massive 

environmental cataclysm, the end-Cretaceous extinction event(Liem 1973; Mayr 2009; Jetz et 

al. 2012; Brusatte et al. 2014). The beak also represents a distinct functional and 

developmental module with respect to the remainder of the skull(Abzhanov et al. 2006; 

Abzhanov et al. 2007; Mallarino et al. 2011; Wagner 2014).  

Anatomically, the internal skeleton of the upper beak is composed of fused, elongated 

premaxillary bones; these are paired, small and form the tip of the snout in ancestral reptiles 

(Fig. 1a, 3l). The remainder of the snout and much of the face in birds are truncated, a 

paedomorphic (Hanken and Wake 1993) condition with respect to ancestral 

archosaurs(Bhullar et al. 2012; Balanoff et al. 2013; Lee et al. 2014) (Fig. 1a). Our previous 

work showed the beginning of the transition toward modern birds at the phylogenetic level of 

Ornithurae (Yanornithiformes) (Fig. 1c), whose premaxillae are expanded beyond the 

paedomorphic condition displayed by more basal avialans (with respect to Aves) such as 

Archaeopteryx(O'Connor and Chiappe 2011; Bhullar et al. 2012; Zhou et al. 2013). However, 

although significant effort has been devoted to understanding the systematics of extant and 
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extinct birds in the last two decades(Mayr and Clarke 2003; O'connor and Zhou 2013), no 

previous studies have specifically traced the transformation of the avian rostral skeleton 

(though see (Young et al. 2014)). 

Developmentally, the bird premaxilla forms from neural-crest-derived mesenchyme 

filling the frontonasal prominence in the middle of the face of early embryos(Noden 1978; 

Couly et al. 1993; Lee et al. 2004; Le Douarin et al. 2007; Wada et al. 2011). Two 

frontonasal signaling systems active at different times during embryonic development have 

been broadly hypothesized to be responsible for facial differences between the two distantly 

related and highly derived biomedical model amniotes, chickens and mice. The first is the 

frontonasal ectodermal zone (FEZ), which is present in 3-day-old chicken embryos 

(Hamburger-Hamilton stages 18-20) and is composed of dorsoventrally apposed expression 

domains of Fibroblast growth factor 8 (Fgf8) and Sonic hedgehog (Shh)(Hu et al. 2003). 

Fgf8 is expressed in a wide medial domain across the dorsal side of the developing chicken 

face and it is dominant in the part of the frontonasal prominence that will generate the 

premaxillae (Fig. 2a). Shh is expressed in the ventral portion of the face and in the oral 

epithelium and is less relevant to the formation of pmx bones(Hu et al. 2003).  

The second signaling system implicated in bird-specific facial morphology is based 

on the WNT pathway, which is active in the frontonasal prominence for a period of time 

following the FEZ but preceding skeletogenesis(Brugmann et al. 2007). Earlier studies have 

indicated that expression of FEZ molecules varies across vertebrate species (focusing on 

mouse and chicken) and, in particular, have suggested that differences in Shh and WNT 

signaling could explain many important species- and clade-specific craniofacial features, 

such as facial width and fusion of facial primordia(Hu et al. 2003; Brugmann et al. 2007; Hu 

and Marcucio 2009b; Hödar et al. 2010; Reid et al. 2011; Compagnucci et al. 2013; Griffin et 

al. 2013; Hu and Albertson 2014; Parsons et al. 2014; Young et al. 2014). Detailed 

morphometrics of the embryos of a range of amniotes demonstrated the gradually diverging 

facial shapes of birds and nonavians(Young et al. 2014). However, these earlier reports did 

not phylogenetically map expression of Fgf8 and the WNT signaling pathway or functionally 

test the roles of patterning differences generating in a way that replicated rigorously inferred 

ancestral patterns. 
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To address the evolutionary and developmental origin of the avian beak, we 

implemented the following research program, developed for studying large-scale 

evolutionary novelties: first, we traced the transformation of the distinctive avian facial 

skeleton in the fossil record using geometric morphometrics(Klingenberg 2011). We then 

attempted to determine developmental mechanisms behind the origin of the avian rostrum. 

We investigated potential developmental causes by examining candidate gene expression 

domains in several non-model reptiles and birds in order to phylogenetically polarize 

expression patterns, and then experimentally restored the inferred ancestral craniofacial 

expression patterns in developing chicken embryos. To validate the results of these functional 

experiments, we included the resultant cranial phenotypes in the broader geometric 

morphometric analysis, which contained ancestral snouted and bird-faced fossil forms, and 

found that, as predicted, premaxillae of the manipulated embryos closely corresponded to 

ancestral phenotypes, in particular those characteristic of primitive avialans.  

 

Results: 

The appearance of the avian rostrum in the fossil record 

We conducted a principal-component analysis (PCA) of shape variation in the dorsal view of 

the premaxilla of a range of extant and extinct archosaurs, focusing on the avian lineage and 

including embryos, juveniles, and adults (Fig. 1b, 1c). The images employed in our study 

included new high-resolution microcomputed tomography (μCT) scans of several 

exceptionally preserved specimens of the near-crown ornithurines(Clarke 2004) Hesperornis 

and Parahesperornis (SI) and embryos of birds and crocodylians (Fig. 6). Our choice to use 

dorsal view was influenced by two factors. First, many crucial stem avians are preserved two-

dimensionally, crushed flat upon slabs of shale or limestone. Second, the candidate genes we 

examined vary phylogenetically in their expression primarily in a mediolateral way, and thus 

we expected mediolateral phenotypic differences in experimental individuals that would be 

captured only in dorsal view.  

 Premaxillary landmarks are depicted in Fig. 3l. Their descriptions follow: 1. Anterior 

tip of premaxilla; 2-23. Sliding semilandmarks describing curve along lateral edge of 

premaxilla between 1. and 24; 24. Posteriormost extent of maxillary process of premaxilla, 

dorsal exposure; 25. Point along the midline, even with 24. along anteroposterior axis. 

Palatine landmarks are depicted in Fig. 3m. Their descriptions follow: 1. Anterior tip of 

lateral/maxillary process of palatine; 2. Deepest point of choanal margin; 3. Anterior tip of 
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medial/vomerine process of palatine; 4. Posterolateral corner or inflection of body of 

palatine; 5. Posterior tip of pterygoid process of palatine. 

The first two principal components (PCs) of the PCA explained 68.24% and 16.73% 

of the variation found in the sample, respectively; all others explained less than 8% (Fig. 1b). 

The first of the two principal axes (PC 1) accounted for the overall proportions of the 

premaxilla, changing from short and broad to long and narrow. The second principal axis (PC 

2) accounted for the curvature of the lateral edge of the premaxilla. A statistical test of 

phylogenetic structure in the data for all PCs strongly rejected the null hypothesis of no 

structure (p < 0.0001; see SI and Fig. S2a).  

Adult and embryonic birds and some stem birds were separated from the ancestral 

forms along PC 1 in having relatively long and narrow premaxillae, and along PC 2 in having 

relatively straight-edged premaxillae (Fig. 1b). Yixianornis, the basal-most taxon with an 

enlarged premaxilla as detected by our earlier study(Bhullar et al. 2012), Archaeorhynchus, 

an ornithurine with a modern-looking rostral configuration but incomplete fusion of the 

premaxilla, and Hesperornis, the closest sister taxon to crown Aves with a well-preserved 

rostrum, all fell into the avian-faced cluster. Yixianornis is described (Clarke et al. 2006) as 

having premaxillae fused in the front (rostrally) but not at the back. The anterior fused region 

is also toothless, with some rudimentary teeth dotting the back of the bone. Although not 

commented upon as such in published descriptions, in our view this morphology represents a 

plausible transitional state toward the fused, toothless rostrum of crown Aves. Thus, 

provisionally we can state that the major shape transformation leading to an elongate rostrum 

homologous to that of crown-clade birds had occurred by the Ornithurae node.  

Three ontogenetic sequences are included in the analyses -- one composite ontogeny 

consisting of the juvenile dromaeosaur Bambiraptor and the adult Velociraptor, one for the 

troodontid Byronosaurus, and one for the chicken Gallus (Fig. 1b, arrows). During ontogeny, 

the nonavian dinosaurs move farther from the avian condition along PC 1, becoming shorter 

and broader. The earlier ontogenetic stages are the more birdlike. This suggests that a 

somewhat long and narrow premaxilla is in fact a juvenile feature and that a portion of the 

transformation to the avian premaxillary shape (although not the sharp break represented by 

the gap between the beaked and non-beaked clusters) perhaps owed to paedomorphosis, as 

did the transformation of much of the remainder of the avian skull (Bhullar et al. 2012). 

However, chickens move in the opposite direction, the premaxillae becoming longer and 

narrower during ontogeny. This suggests that once the transformation to the beak occurred, a 

different modality of growth began to control ontogenetic change in premaxillary shape. 
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Ornithomimosaurs and oviraptorosaurs are two dinosaurian lineages that 

independently acquired a toothless, probably rhamphotheca-covered, rostrum. Despite overall 

similarity with bird beaks, premaxillary shapes of these taxa grouped with those of more 

conservative archosaurs (Fig. 1b). Within avialae, it has been suggested that tooth reduction 

and loss, premaxillary fusion, and other characteristic components of the ‘beak’ phenotype 

appeared multiple times during avian evolution(Zhou and Li 2010). For instance, 

Confuciusornis has a toothless rostrum with partially fused premaxillae. However, although 

its premaxillae are toothless and partially fused in their middle region, their short, broad, 

laterally rounded shape is distinct from those of modern birds and clusters with the more 

conservative non-avian archosaurs (Fig. 1b). The aberrant enantiornithine Gobipteryx, on the 

other hand, appears to have fused premaxillae and evolved a crown-bird-like premaxillary 

shape as its rostrum clusters with beaked birds (Fig. 1b). Thus, various degrees of similarity 

to a bird-like premaxillary skeleton have appeared convergently in extinct avialan lineages. 

While these phenotypes are suggestive, it is impossible to infer and compare molecular 

mechanisms in completely extinct lineages using phylogenetic bracketing.  

 

Expression of candidate genes in birds and outgroups 

It has been shown(Hu and Marcucio 2009b; Griffin et al. 2013) that in mice at the phylotypic 

stage (as identified in our work by the onset of facial fusion) the genes that define the FEZ 

are expressed in the facial epithelium – the region of ectoderm that will form the skin of the 

face and that will signal to the underlying mesenchyme to pattern the dermal bones and 

connective tissue -- in a paired pattern as thin lines of expression arcing over the nasal pits, 

likely established by signaling from nasal placodes. In chicken embryos at developmental 

stages HH 18-20, on the other hand, they are expressed not only around the nasal pits but also 

in a broad ectodermal median domain between them, including a tall oval-shaped patch in the 

center of the embryonic face (n=4, Fig. 2a).  

In order to phylogenetically polarize FEZ configuration and to pinpoint the 

developmental transformation, we cloned Fgf8 from emu, a paleognath bird, the sister group 

to the remainder of Aves, and alligator, representing Crocodylia, the extant sister taxon to 

birds. We were also able to examine FGF expression an Anolis lizard, representing Squamata 

as a further reptilian outgroup, and FGF and Wnt signaling in turtles (Trachemys scripta), 

whose phylogenetic position among reptiles remains uncertain. Emu (n=4, Fig. 2a) has a 

chicken-like median swath of epithelial expression with a large oval-shaped domain in the 

centre at stages equivalent to chicken stages HH 18-20, and part of the median expression 
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zone persists to the later stages equivalent to HH 21-22, which is similar to what is observed 

in chicken (Fig. 3f-g). Alligator (n=7), lizard (n=2), and turtle (n=1), on the other hand, show 

no median ectodermal expression at the phylotypic stage and all instead have narrow mouse-

like paired expression domains in the vicinity of the nasal pits throughout early development 

(Fig. 2a-b, Fig. 3a-b, e).  

 WNT pathway activity, which occurs later in embryogenesis(Brugmann et al. 2007) 

and is not present in the anterior face at the phylotypic stage as indicated by the expression of 

the WNT pathway direct target gene Lef1(Hödar et al. 2010) (Fig. 3j-k – note lack of 

expression in face of alligators at phylotypic stage), is, like Fgf8, paired in the embryonic 

face of mice but found in a median position in chickens (n=6, Fig. 2a). We cloned the Lef1 

homolog from emu and alligator and established that emu shows a strong chicken-like 

median expression pattern (n=3, Fig. 2a), whereas expression of this WNT signaling marker 

in alligator (n=4) and turtle (n=1) embryonic faces is again mouse-like and paired with no 

median expression detected (Fig. 2a, Fig. 3c-d). The midline facial cleft correlating with the 

absence of medial WNT expression persists into later stages in alligator embryos (n=3, Fig. 

3d). This is suggestive in that adult alligators retain here a midline suture between their 

premaxillae, but further work is required to determine whether there is a direct relationship 

between the embryonic midline cleft and the complex processes of skeletal tissue formation 

that result in a suture(Warren et al. 2003). Birds, on the other hand, do not show this median 

cleft and instead develop a convex outgrowth in the middle of the FNP, as shown in the later-

stage emu in Fig. 2a. Turtles have unusually small premaxillae among the amniotes sampled 

(Fig. 1a) and already display a relatively small frontonasal prominence at this early stage, 

suggesting perhaps that comparatively less neural crest is recruited to the frontonasal 

prominence or that less proliferation occurs here.  

 Parsimony analysis concluded that the ancestral amniote condition is the mouse-like 

paired expression domains for both Fgf8 (as part of the FEZ) and for the activated WNT 

pathway later in development (Fig. 2b). A novel median zone of expression and activity in 

both of these signaling pathways must have originated along the stem of Aves and correlates 

with the presence of an upper beak dominated by fused and enlarged premaxillae. 
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Functional test by restoration of ancestral patterning 

There is a rich literature concerning early craniofacial patterning and potential mechanisms of 

interspecies differences. Functional validation of these purported differences has thusfar been 

limited to a two-taxon mouse vs. chick comparison, which is of course not phylogenetically 

polarized. Previously published functional tests demonstrated that a portion of the mouse 

FEZ grafted off-centre beside the native FEZ causes secondary outgrowth in the chicken face 

and that unilateral or midline inhibition of Fgf8 using high concentrations of the inhibitor 

su5402 (i.e., near total suppression of the FEZ) results in a phenotype lacking most of the 

rostral bones on the affected side of the face or the entire face, respectively(Hu et al. 2003; 

Abzhanov et al. 2007; Brugmann et al. 2007; Hu and Marcucio 2009b, a, 2012). A series of 

suggestive results also demonstrated that reducing WNT activity in the chick FNP broadly 

could shrink the structure (but lack of specific mid-FNP induction prevented the generation 

of an ancestral phenotype)(Brugmann et al. 2007); and that unilateral FNP/maxillary clefts 

can be induced by alteration of facial signaling(Young et al. 2014). However, specific 

inhibition of expression in the central portion alone of embryonic bird FNPs to replicate an 

inferred ancestral pattern has not been attempted (in part because no ancestral pattern could 

be inferred without expression data from the taxa we present here), and many of the previous 

studies did not examine late-stage skeletal phenotypes, instead looking only at the shapes of 

the pre-skeletal embryonic primordia. 

   To more accurately replicate the ancestral paired amniote expression patterns of 

Fgf8 and WNT in chicken embryos, we used low concentrations of two different small-

molecule inhibitors of FGF activity (respectively targeting FGF receptor 1 and MAPK) and 

two specific inhibitors targeting different parts of the canonical WNT pathway (see 

Supplementary Information for details) at the appropriate embryonic stages to block the bird-

specific medial domains of these molecules and re-establish the ancestral condition 

dominated by the paired lateral domains. To this end, a bead soaked with the inhibitors was 

implanted in the middle of the embryonic face at stage HH18-20 (E3) for the FEZ and HH24 

(E5) for the WNT pathway (Fig. 4a).  

Multiple experimental embryos with median inhibition of FGF activity were collected 

at HH stage 24 (E5) to determine the effect on the WNT pathway. In most (5 of 8) of these 

embryos, Lef1 expression was found in paired expression domains to varying degrees, 

progressively resembling the ancestral condition (Fig. 4b). Moreover, alligator embryos with 

the ancestral paired expression, control embryos, and experimental embryos were collected 

and sectioned coronally to examine cell death (using a TUNEL kit, Life Technologies) and 
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proliferation (using anti-phosphohistone H3 antibody, Cell Signaling Technologies) in the 

FNP. Cell death is a potential side effect of some of the small molecular inhibitors used. We 

found (Fig. S1) that the mesenchymal tissue in the distal FNP of experimental embryos was 

present, not degenerated, and free of excessive cell death. This is consistent with the presence 

of midline tissue in the E14 skeletal phenotypes we sectioned as described below. 

Proliferation was present generally at the leading edge of the growing FNP.  

Near-hatching skeletal phenotypes of both FGF-inhibited and WNT-inhibited 

experimental individuals were similar to each other and both strikingly resembled ancestral 

archosaurian forms in having abbreviated, rounded, and partially or fully paired premaxillae 

(42/67 late-surviving experimental embryos vs. 0/56 controls; Fig. 4a-b, Figure S3, and 

Supplementary Information). Embryos with strong phenotypes displayed complete separation 

of the premaxillae with a suture-like division between them. Bilateral rostral structures were 

not duplicated, obviating concern that a simple pairing of the snout had occurred. Embryos 

with mild phenotypes (Fig. 4b) showed a small amount of fusion where the premaxillae 

normally begin to fuse at HH 39-40 (E13-14). In normal chicken embryos this continues until 

the premaxillae are fully fused by HH 41 (E15). However, in the manipulated embryos, no 

further median ossification occurred by the near-hatching stage 45-46 (E19-20), suggesting 

that the lack of fusion is not a simple delay and instead represents a true loss of premaxillary 

fusion.  

 To further investigate the skeletal phenotypes, we sectioned an experimental embryo 

at stage HH40 (E14) and a stage-matched control embryo and examined expression of early 

and late skeletogenic markers. At this stage the premaxillae are fusing by dorsomedial 

addition of bone, a process characterized by interdigitating bone spicules and a forming 

periosteum visible between the premaxillae of the control embryo, whereas the premaxillae 

of the experimental embryo remained separate with no incipient bone development bridging 

them (Fig. 4c). Strong expression of the skeletal markers Runx2 (early) and Osteopontin 

(late) was detected in the fusion zone of the control embryo, but not in the unossified area 

between the two premaxillae in the experimental animal. Likewise, the early osteogenic 

marker Col I was weakly expressed all around the periosteum and there was strong 

expression in the fusion zone of the control embryo, marking an area of future active 

osteogenesis. In contrast, no Col I expression was detected between the premaxillae in the 

experimental embryo, indicating the removal of the fusion zone. 

 In addition to the premaxillary bone phenotype, the palates of all but one of the 

phenotype-positive experimental embryos also showed an altered and more ancestral 
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phenotype. The palatine bone in ancestral archosaurs (Fig. 3m, 4d) bears a medial vomerine 

process and a lateral maxillary process, both relatively short, and between them stretches a 

broad triangular lamina of bone(Colbert 1989). The maxillary process is directed outward and 

is sutured to the maxilla(Barsbold and Osmólska 1999). In birds, however, the vomerine 

process is short, the lamina is reduced, and the maxillary process is extremely long and runs 

straight forward to meet the premaxilla, bypassing the maxilla (Fig. 4d). This is the case even 

in paleognaths with their famously more ancestral palate, and is true in the earliest chicken 

embryos that have ossified palatines (Fig. S4). The palatines of the experimental embryos had 

ancestral phenotypes featuring an extensive lamina and a primitively short, outwardly 

directed maxillary process terminating at the maxilla (Fig. 4d): a shape change evidently 

caused by a fundamental patterning difference related to the FEZ instead of simple stunting 

of growth, considering that, as noted above, the normal bird palatine never in its development 

resembles the ancestral structure in proportions or in the direction and termination of the 

maxillary process.  

Apparent pleiotropic effects of the FGF and WNT pathways on both the premaxillae 

and the palatines are also consistent with our analysis of data from CT scans of the palate of 

Hesperornis, the first stem-group bird with a completely transformed upper beak. In 

correlation with its modern beak(Marsh 1880), Hesperornis has a fully modern bird palatine 

(Fig. 4e-f). However, the non-avian theropod Gobipteryx has both modern bird-like 

premaxillae and unmodified primitive palatines. This suggests that these structures became 

genetically linked within the avian lineage sometime after Gobipteryx split from the avian 

stem, but before the divergence of Hesperornis and modern birds. 

 

Morphometric analyses of the experimental phenotypes 

To quantitatively investigate whether our experiments indeed transformed premaxillary shape 

to the ancestral condition, we included premaxillae of 22 manipulated embryos with 

phenotypes harvested near hatching (E18-20) in the same morphometric analysis that 

generated the original hypothesis of rostral transformation. Whereas control embryos and 

experimental embryos showing near normal phenotypes clustered with forms possessing an 

avian rostrum (which includes adult chickens and other modern birds), all of the embryos 

with the more pronounced phenotypes fell outside of the cluster of beaked birds and most of 

them instead clustered with more conservative archosaurs, suggesting that the ancestral snout 

developmental pattern and anatomy were indeed successfully resurrected (Fig. 5a). 
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 To better understand the palatine phenotype in treated embryos, we also assembled 

and morphometrically examined archosaurian palatine bones (Fig. 5b). Palates are poorly 

preserved in virtually all stem avialans, although we were able to add new data from our CT 

scans of Hesperornis and Parahesperornis skulls (see SI). Because of the palatine’s 

complicated shape, the resultant PCs were relatively complex. However, there was significant 

phylogenetic structure to the data (p < 0.0001, see SI and Fig. S2b), and the most basal 

archosaurs with respect to birds clustered in an adults-only analysis away from birds and 

more crownward nonavian dinosaurs. Birds, including Hesperornis, clustered far from other 

archosaurs. A large gap between the birdlike and non-birdlike clusters presumably represents 

missing transitional forms among early avialans. The experimental embryos bridged this gap 

and overlapped the non-bird snouted archosaur cluster (Fig. 5b). Thus, we propose that the 

experimental embryonic phenotypes actually predict the morphology of yet-undiscovered 

early avialan palatines and that new fossils will eventually be found that will show a gradual 

morphological transition toward modern birds. Despite the complexity of the pleiotropic 

linkage between beak and palatine noted above, a partial least squares analysis including 

experimental embryos found that premaxilla and palatine shapes were significantly correlated 

(p < 0.001 in permutation test against null hypothesis of independence, RV coefficient 

0.3956, see SI). 

 

Discussion 

Major evolutionary transitions involving the origin of novel structures, with far-

reaching implications for diversity and differentiation, are well-documented in the fossil 

record(Carroll 1988). Despite this extensive historical record, the molecular mechanisms of 

large-scale innovation and novelty have seldom been elucidated(Wagner and Lynch 2010). 

Here we have shown that a relatively minor – though novel – additional region of gene 

expression at a sufficiently early stage can precipitate changes that result in a dramatic 

morphological transition of two distinct skeletal structures. We submit here that the 

phylogenetic distribution of gene expression suggests a role for FGF and WNT in the FNP in 

producing the distinct facial morphology of birds. We acknowledge, however, that the 

transition to the avian rostrum was undoubtedly complex – as shown by multiple transitions 

to a premaxilla with some bird-beak-like features in the fossil record. The results reported 

here represent one part of a manifold transition. Additionally, the characterization of the beak 

as a key evolutionary innovation is made more complex because its components were 
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assembled over a longer period of time than that represented by the proximal stem of Aves – 

a caveat that applies to many such transformations or putative innovations (Donoghue 2005). 

However, the abrupt geometric gap between non-beaked archosaurs and birds and stem-birds 

with beaks may suggest a rapid, comparatively saltational transformation. The difference in 

ontogenetic trajectories of shape change between non-beaked forms, in which the premaxilla 

becomes shorter and broader with time, and beaked forms, in which it becomes longer and 

narrower, also suggests a discontinuous distinctiveness to the beak. 

The precise selective pressures that operated on the beak after its initial appearance 

are unknowable with certainty, but a series of careful, broadly comparative behavioral and 

functional morphological studies on the use of the avian feeding apparatus in paleognaths and 

conservative neognaths would make inroads toward inferring the set of functions associated 

with the ancestral beak and therefore, indirectly, perhaps what environmental pressures led to 

the selection which resulted in its persistence and continued elaboration. 

We have generated a hypothesis regarding a large-scale evolutionary event, the origin 

of modern birds (class Aves) with their distinctive facial skeleton, using the fossil record; 

formulated the potential developmental causes of the dramatic facial transformation using 

comparative embryological techniques; directly tested candidate molecular mechanisms, the 

medial FGF and WNT signaling centres, using functional experiments on developing bird 

embryos; and, finally, compared the resultant phenotypes back to the fossils. Similar 

progressions from morphology to development have worked well in the past to uncover 

mechanisms for small-scale evolutionary changes in various groups of animals, including 

birds(Abzhanov et al. 2004; Shapiro et al. 2004; Abzhanov et al. 2006; Chan et al. 2010; 

Mallarino et al. 2011; Mallarino and Abzhanov 2012). The approach we demonstrate here, 

which explicitly ‘closes the circle’ by including lab-generated phenotypes in the same 

analysis as fossil forms, can serve as a model for future investigations of macroevolutionary 

transformations inferred from the rock record. One of the most important aspects of the 

current approach is the recognition that evolutionary developmental transitions are single 

historical events. Thus, functional tests should be constrained by inferred ancestral states of 

gene expression or other developmental processes on both sides of the major anatomical 

transformation. This stands opposed to a blind search for phenocopies that merely resemble 

various morphologies. Undoubtedly in most cases there are many potential mechanisms that 

generate similar morphological shifts to a historical transition, but only one of these actually 

was responsible for the transformation. The precise historical mechanism is discoverable if 

embryonic material is available from extant taxa on both sides of the change. 
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 Several insights into craniofacial developmental genetics also emerge from this work, 

including the downstream position of WNT pathway relative to FGF8 signal in early facial 

patterning, and the pleiotropy by which early midfacial signaling centres pattern both the 

premaxilla and much of the palate. Our observation of multiple morphological effects 

resulting from a single developmental change has implications for morphological systematics 

and modeling of morphological character evolution, which generally assume character 

independence(Patterson 1982; Hennig 1999). The goal of constructing a probability-based 

model for even simple anatomical structures based on the underlying genetics of development 

is still in the future(Clarke and Middleton 2008; Klingenberg 2008), but phylogenetically 

informed developmental studies aimed at a deeper understanding of roles for evolving 

developmental pathways move it incrementally closer to reality.  

 In addition, we have shown that just as the fossil record can provide developmental 

hypotheses, graded phenotypes resulting from restoration of the inferred ancestral 

developmental patterns can, in return, predict undiscovered transitional morphologies in the 

fossil record. For instance, we expect that stem avian palatines, as they are discovered and 

described, will resemble the gap-bridging palatal phenotypes we experimentally generated in 

chicken embryos.  

 Finally, the pleiotropic association of premaxillary fusion and shape transformation 

with palatine shape transformation demonstrates how changes in both of these structures can 

simultaneously contribute to the definitive avian beak. It may be significant that the loss of 

connection with the maxilla streamlines the palatine and makes the entire beak unit less 

integrated with the rest of the upper jaw, allowing for a more modular and flexible 

arrangement. The significance of such integrated changes remains to be rigorously 

investigated. The palatal transformation also frees the upper beak to move relative to the skull 

as part of the characteristic avian kinetic jaw mechanism(Gussekloo and Bout 2005). The set 

of transformations affecting the avian feeding apparatus, which apparently occurred at the 

same node or at very closely spaced nodes in the avialan tree, suggests an integrated morpho-

functional complex like that long posited to have arisen in the form of multiple related 

anatomical transformations at the base of Mammalia (Crompton and Parker 1978). Precision-

tip gripping combined with kinesis, a novel avian jaw function, could ultimately have 

permitted the complete loss of teeth and the final transformations toward the face of living 

birds. 
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Methods: 

An account of methods is provided in the Supplementary Information. 
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Figure 1. The origin of the avian rostrum. a, Amniote phylogeny showing major clades 

and configuration of the premaxillae. The avian rostrum is formed from autapomorphically 

fused, elongate premaxillae. Images from UTCT/Digimorph.org b, PCA plot of dorsal view 

of premaxilla with outline images of hypothetical extremes along each axis, set on 

deformation grids from average. Taxa with an avian rostrum, including the transitional form 

Yixianornis and adult and embryonic chickens (in dark blue) cluster away from the remaining 

archosaurs. Gobipteryx convergently evolved avian-like premaxillae. Confuciusornis, 

ornithomimosaurs, and some oviraptorosaurs (Citipati here) were toothless and probably had 

a rhamphotheca, both components of the definitive avian ‘beak,’ but premaxillary shape was 

not bird-like. Approximate ontogenetic trajectories are shown using arrows for dromaeosaurs 

generally, Byronosaurus, and Gallus. The two nonavian dinosaurs have longer, narrower 

premaxillae when younger; the bird has longer, narrower premaxillae when older. c, 

Phylogeny of Archosauria plus Euparkeria showing major clades discussed in text. Modified 

after (Bhullar et al. 2012).   
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Figure 2. Expression of facial patterning genes across amniotes. a, Expression of Fgf8 

and Lef1 and adult skeletal phenotypes in reptiles, showing ancestral paired gene expression 

preceding small, paired premaxillae in turtles and alligators and median zone of expression 

preceding elongate, fused premaxillae in birds. Skeletal images from UTCT/digimorph.org b, 

Amniote phylogeny with data on facial patterning gene expression and inferred ancestral 

states shown. Dark blue: Fgf8. Light blue: Lef1. The median expression zone is an 

autapomorphy of birds correlated with the presence of the avian rostrum. Scale bars 500 μm. 
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Figure 3. Additional gene expression data and landmark positions. a, Expression of Fgf8 

(red stars) in HH 16-17 equivalent alligator, showing paired ancestral amniote epithelial 

expression even at an early stage; arrowhead denotes expression in brain. b, Expression of 

Fgf8 (red stars) in HH 18-20 equivalent alligator, showing paired expression with arrowhead 

denoting expression in brain. c, Expression of Lef1 in HH 22-24 equivalent alligator, showing 

ancestral amniote paired expression with no midline expression. d, Expression of Lef1 in HH 

26-28 equivalent alligator, showing continued absence of midline expression in region where 

birds have downgrowth of the presumptive beak apex (see Fig. 2a). Eventually the suture 

between premaxillae will form here. e, Expression of Fgf8 in HH 18-20 equivalent anole 

lizard, showing ancestral amniote paired expression (stars) with arrowhead denoting brain 

expression. f, Expression of Fgf8 in HH 19 chicken, showing broad median swath of 

expression unique to birds. g, Expression of Fgf8 in HH 22 chicken, showing continuing 

midline expression at relatively late stage. h, expression of Fgf8 in body of HH 18-20 

equivalent alligator (left lateral, flipped) showing expression in apical ectodermal ridges 

(stars). i, Expression  pattern of Lef1 in body of HH 22-24 equivalent alligator (right lateral) 

showing mRNA accumulation in limbs (stars), somites, and branchial arches (arrowhead). j, 

Expression of Lef1 in HH 18-20 equivalent alligator showing distinct activity in the expected 

regions of the brain (b), branchial arches (ba), limb buds (lb), tail bud (tb), and somites (s). k, 

Detail of head of HH 18-20 equivalent alligator stained for Lef1 expression. There is no 

discernible expression in the anterior facial mesenchyme; thus WNT activity temporally 

follows FGF activity in the front of the face. Expression is clearly visible in the neural folds 

(nf) of the forebrain. l, Premaxillary landmarks and facial anatomy on alligator rostrum in 

dorsal view. Pmx: Premaxilla; Nas: Nasal; Max: Maxilla; Lac: Lacrimal. m, Palatine 

landmarks and palatal anatomy in Velociraptor mongoliensis modified after(Barsbold and 

Osmólska 1999). Vom: Vomer. Pal: Palatine. Pter: Pterygoid. Max: Maxilla. Cho: Choanal 

margin. VmPrPal: Vomerine process of palatine. MxPrPal: Maxillary process of palatine. 

PtPrPal: Pterygoid process of palatine. Scale bars 500 μm (a-g, j) and 1 mm (h-i, k).  
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Figure 4. Experimental restoration of predicted ancestral expression. a, Control chicken, 

experimental chicken, and alligator, showing ancestral paired, abbreviated, rounded premaxillae 

in experimental animal. b, Lef1 expression (red stars) in control chicken, experimentals, and 

alligator, and corresponding premaxillary phenotypes. In the experimental Fgf8-inhibited 

animals, Lef1 expression is more paired like the ancestral state represented by the alligator. c, 

Expression of skeletal and skeletogenic markers in control and experimental embryos; level of 

section shown in red on strong phenotype skeleton image. The median fusion zone that unites the 

two premaxillae in control chickens (upper arrowheads) is absent in the experimentals, which 

instead have paired ossifications (lower arrowheads). d, Palatal morphology in normal chicken 

(UTCT/digimorph.org), experimental embryo, and ancestral archosaur (after ref. 30). The 

palatine in the experimental embryo resembles the ancestral form in having a short maxillary 

process ending at the maxilla (arrowheads) and an extensive triangular lamina between processes. 

e, The palatine of the near-crown stem bird Hesperornis regalis YPM (Yale Peabody Museum) 

1206. This element is essentially identical to that of crown-clade birds in its overall configuration. 

f, The fused premaxillae of the near-crown stem bird Hesperornis regalis KUVP (University of 

Kansas) 71012. Like the palatine, this element essentially represents a modern avian 

configuration. Scale bars 1 cm (a, e, f), 500 μm (b), 100 μm (c).  
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Figure 5. Morphometric analysis of experimental embryos. a, PCA of experimental 

premaxillae showing that the experimentals (in red) partially overlap the ancestral 

archosaurian morphospace. b, PCA of experimental palatines showing that the experimentals 

(in red) fill the gap between crown-group birds and more ancestral archosaurs and overlap the 

non-avialan ancestral archosaur morphospace. We predict that as early avialan palatines 

become better known, the fossils will occupy the gap spanned by the experimental 

phenotypes.  
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Figure 6. Labeled morphometric plots. a, Premaxilla. b, Palatine. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


